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Abstract 
Tetragonal Tungsten Bronzes (TTBs) - an important class of oxides known to exhibit 
ferroelectricity - undergo complex distortions, including rotations of oxygen octahedra, which 
give rise to either incommensurately or commensurately modulated superstructures. Many 
TTBs display broad, frequency-dependent relaxor dielectric behaviour rather than sharper 
frequency-independent normal ferroelectric anomalies but the exact reasons that favor a 
particular type of dielectric response for a given composition remain unclear. In this 
contribution the influence of incommensurate/commensurate displacive modulations on the 
onset of relaxor/ferroelectric behaviour in TTBs is assessed in the context of basic 
crystal-chemical factors, such as positional disorder, ionic radii and polarizabilities, and point 
defects. We present a predictive crystal-chemical model that rationalizes 
composition-structure-properties relations for a broad range of TTB systems. 
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1) Introduction 

Since Magneli1 first reported tetragonal tungsten bronzes (TTBs), many complex oxides 

crystallizing with this structure have been shown to exhibit ferroelectricity with TTBs hosting 

the broadest variety of chemistries after perovskite-structured materials. TTBs consist of 

layers of distorted B1O6 and B2O6 octahedra sharing corners so that they form three different 

interstices: pentagonal (A2); square (A1, sometimes referred to as the perovskite site) and 

trigonal (C) which may be occupied by cations according to a general formula 

(A2)4(A1)2(C)4(B1)2(B2)8O30, Figure 1.2 For so-called ‘stuffed’ TTBs, such as K6Li4Nb10O30 

(KLN), Li is found in the trigonal C site3 but in ‘filled’ TTBs the trigonal interstice C is 

empty and the general formula reverts to (A2)4(A1)2(B1)2(B2)8O30, e.g. Ba4Na2Nb10O30 

(BNN)3 For ‘unfilled’ TTBs, such as SrxBa1-xNb2O6, some of the A1/A2 sites remain vacant.4  

Several studies have attempted to classify TTBs using a geometric tolerance-factor (t) 

approach similar to that defined for perovskites by Goldschmidt5. Wakiya et al.6 suggested 

individual tolerance factors for A2 and A1 sites: 

𝑡!! = !!!!!!
!"!!"√! !!!!!

; 

𝑡!! =
!!!!!!
! !!!!!

 

that combine to give an effective tolerance factor (tTTB) for the entire structure: 

𝑡!!" = !!!!!!!!
! , 

where RA1, RA2, RB and RO are the ionic radii of the A1, A2, B and O ions, respectively. tTTB, 

provides a metric to define whether the TTB structure is likely to occur for a given set of 

ions. Here, tA1 is the same as that proposed by Goldschmidt for perovskites.  

Unfilled TTB structured ceramics based on compounds MNb2O6 (M = Ba, Sr, Pb) have 

been extensively studied since the 1950s and have been shown to exhibit a range of dielectric 

properties and phase transition temperatures.7-14 TTB-structured compositions in 

Pb1-xBaxNb2O6 solid solutions are normal ferroelectrics7-12, whereas the response of 

Sr1-xBaxNb2O6 changes from normal ferroelectric to relaxor-like at x ≈ 0.5.4,13,15 Despite 

diverse ferroelectric and dielectric behavior, all compositions in this family exhibit weak 

incommensurate superstructure reflections at h+1/4-δ, k+1/4-δ, l+1/2 positions arising from 

frustrated octahedral tilting.12-14  Filled TTBs, such as Ba4Na2Nb10O30, have also been shown 
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to exhibit ferroelectricity concomitant with an incommensurate superstructure similar to that 

in unfilled stoichiometries.13,15,16 
In 2003, a family of filled TTB structured ceramics were reported based on 

Ba4RE2Ti4Nb6O30 (RE = rare earth)17-20 which built on earlier work by Ikeda et al.21 

Ba4RE2Ti4Nb6O30 ceramics with RE ionic radius > 1.3 Å (pseudo 12-fold coordination 

number (CN=12)) exhibit incommensurate superstructure reflections at positions h+1/4-δ, 

k+1/4-δ, l+1/2 
19,20 like the MNb2O6-based compositions, but for RE radii <1.3 Å, there is a 

non-lock-in phase transition from an incommensurate to commensurate (Ima2) supercell with 

a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB, Figure 2a,b.19,20 The incommensurately modulated 

compositions (RE = La, Bi) are relaxors whereas commensurately modulated ones (RE = Nd, 

Sm, Gd) are ferroelectric at room temperature and their Curie temperature (TC) increases with 

decreasing ionic radius.20 Levin and co-workers19 concluded that relaxor behaviour in this 

family of TTBs is coupled directly to the incommensurate modulation whereas 

ferroelectricity is induced by the transition to commensurate octahedral tilting, stable for RE 

having ionic radii < 1.3 Å.19 This model not only explained the coupling of 

relaxor/ferroelectric behavior to the appearance of incommensurate/commensurate 

superstructure but also gave a plausible rationale for the increase in TC with decreasing RE 

ionic radius, i.e. the restructuring (tilting) of the octahedral framework is driven by the A1 

tolerance factor in a manner reminiscent of perovskites. 

Relaxor-to-ferroelectric transitions have also been observed by the authors of refs [22-26] 

in Sr-based TTB compounds such as Sr4RE2Ti4Nb6O30 and Sr5RETi3Nb7O30 (RE = La, Nd, 

Sm, and Eu). These authors did not investigate the coupling of relaxor/ferroelectric behavior 

to incommensurate/commensurate modulations but did note that the onset of ferroelectric 

behavior at room temperature occurred at lower RE (A1) ionic radii than for Ba-based TTB 

compositions. They concluded that the A2-A1 ionic-radius difference is another important 

factor in determining dielectric characteristics.22-24 

In this contribution, we present new transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data on 

Sr5RETi3Nb7O30 (RE = La and Sm), Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30, RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Y and 

Ba4RE2Nb5Ti5O29.5�0.05 (RE = La and Nd), to confirm the role of 

incommensurate/commensurate modulations in deciding relaxor versus ferroelectric behavior. 

The results are then compared to previous studies on compounds such as MNb2O6 (M = Ba, 

Sr, Pb), Ba4Na2Nb10O30 and K4RE2Nb10O30 in order to develop a universal model that 
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explains/predicts the primary dielectric response in a wide range of TTB structured ceramics. 

Specifically, we will establish the relative importance of the incommensurate/commensurate 

transition in relaxor/ferroelectric behaviour in the context of conventional crystal-chemical 

concepts, such as positional disorder, ionic radius, polarisability, and point defects. 
 

2. Experimental procedure 

Fabrication and electrical characterization of all samples have been reported previously and 

the reader is asked to refer to appropriate references in the text for each compositional set. 

New data however, has been generated for some of the compositions using TEM. Samples for 

TEM were prepared from sintered pellets by either sectioning and grinding to a thickness of 

<30 µm followed by ion milling until perforation using a Gatan1 Precision Ion Polishing 

System (PIPS-Model 691, Pleasanton, USA, operated at 4 kV with an incidence angle 4° and 

8°) or by crushing and dispersing the powder on lacey carbon-coated copper grids. Samples 

were examined in a Hitachi H9000 microscope (Tokyo, Japan) operated at 300 kV, a JEOL 

2200FS HR-TEM (Tokyo, Japan) operated at 200 kV and an FEI Titan (300 kV). Kinematic 

electron diffraction patterns were simulated using the CARINE 3.1 software. For reflection 

indexes and lattice parameters, the subscript TTB refers to the aristotype structure with 

P4/mbm symmetry. 

 

3) Results and discussion 

3.1) M4+xRE2-xTi4-xNb6+xO30 (M = Sr, Ba, RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd) ceramics 

Figure 3 shows the relative permittivity as a function of temperature (100 Hz to 1 MHz) 

and the polarization-electric field hysteresis loops at room temperature for Sr5RETi3Nb7O30 

(RE = La or Sm). For Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 (Figure 3a), the relative permittivity shows relaxor 

type behavior with a distinct shift of the maximum of relative permittivity to higher 

temperatures and an associated increase in the magnitude and temperature of the loss 

peak.25,26 The relative permittivity of Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 displays a frequency independent 

maximum on heating, indicating a normal ferroelectric phase transition. However, this peak 

still exhibits frequency dispersion at lower temperatures (Fig. 3). The authors’ previous 

work.25,26 revealed the recovery of the ferroelectric phase in Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 by aging at a 

temperature below the transition for several hours. For Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30, a slim nonlinear 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
1	   The identification of any commercial productor trade name does not imply endorsement or recommendation by 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology.	  
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hysteresis loop (Figure 3c) was observed at room temperature (~ 25 oC), behavior 

characteristic of a relaxor whereas Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 (Figure 3d) is a normal ferroelectric. 

Figure 4 shows the typical experimental and simulated selected-area zone-axis electron 

diffraction patterns (ZADP) obtained along the [001]TTB, [110]TTB and [100]TTB directions. For 

Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30, superlattice reflections are observed at h/2, k/2, 0 in [001]TTB ZADPs 

(Figure 4a) along with weak splitting/streaking in the <110>TTB directions. For 

Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30, superlattice reflections are also observed in the [110]TTB ZADP (Figure 4b) 

at locations h/4+δ, k/4+δ), l/2, where δ ≈ 0.12, along with diffuse streaks parallel to <110>TTB, 

the direction of weak reflection splitting in the [001]TTB patterns. Simulations of the 

diffraction patterns for the incommensurate Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 structure were carried out using 

a commensurate approximant based on ionic positions reported by Labbe et al.27 a ≈ 

2 2aTTB, b ≈ 2aTTB, and c ≈ 2cTTB with Bbm2 symmetry, and the patterns are indexed 

accordingly. 

For Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30, the [001]TTB ZADP exhibited commensurate superlattice 

reflections at h/2, k/2, 0 positions but no splitting was observed, while in the [110]TTB patterns 

commensurate superlattice reflections appear at h/2, k/2, l/2 positions (Figure 4c) Simulations 

of Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 were performed using a unit cell with Ima2 symmetry a ≈ 2aTTB, b ≈ 

2aTTB, and c ≈ 2cTTB after Levin et al.19 and Stennett et al.20 and the patterns in Figure 4 are 

indexed accordingly. The diffraction patterns from Sr based TTBs are similar to those 

published by Levin et al.19 and Stennett et al.20 (Figure 5) for Ba based compositions. The 

latter authors reported relaxor behaviour for RE = La and Bi but normal ferroelectric 

behaviour for RE = Nd, Sm and Gd. Moreover, Levin and co-workers19 demonstrated that the 

paraelectric-ferroelectric transition as a function of temperature in Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 was 

associated with a transformation from incommensurate to commensurate distorted octahedral 

network, Figure 6. 

An HRTEM image for Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 with [001]TTB zone axis is shown in Figure 7. 

The grain is composed of a mosaic of planar defects with distinct boundaries between 

different regions. Fourier Transform (FT) images confirm splitting of the incommensurate 

reflections in region A along [110]TTB and B along [1-10]TTB. For Sr4La2Ti4Nb6O30 similar 

splitting and orientation of the incommensurate superstructure reflections were also observed. 

This composition did not, however, exhibit the mosaic of defects observed for 

Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 but instead showed an assembly of domains having differently oriented 

(b) 
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modulation directions. , Figure 8. Figure 9 is a dark field TEM image of Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 

recorded near the [110]TTB zone axis using a h/2, k/2, l/2 commensurate superlattice reflection, 

which reveals the presence of planar defects similar to those reported as long-range 

ferroelectric domains in Ba based compositions by Stennett et al.20 

The results presented above confirm that Sr5RETi3Nb7O30 and Sr4RE2Ti4Nb6O30 exhibit 

similar structural and dielectric behavior to Ba4RE2Ti4Nb6O3 ceramics. Direct coupling of the 

relaxor to incommensurate and normal ferroelectric to commensurate behavior is thus 

confirmed and Sr5RETi3Nb7O30 compositions follow the same trends as those described by 

Levin et al.19 and Stennett20 and coworkers. The aging behavior of Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 suggests 

that this composition is transitional between a stable relaxor/incommensurate and 

ferroelectric/commensurate state. The presence of only commensurate superstructure in TEM 

samples of Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 suggests that preparation of the thin foil may have stabilized the 

commensurate, ferroelectric phase over the relaxor, incommensurate structure. 

This contribution deals explicitly with niobates since they dominate the landscape of 

ferroelectric/relaxor TTB research. However, tantalates have also been studied, albeit to a 

lesser degree, and in general show lower TC-values due to the lower polarisability of the Ta5+ 

in comparison to the Nb5+ ion.28, 29 

 

3.2) Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30 (RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Y), the role of A1-site vacancies 

Figure 10 shows the relative permittivity versus temperature plots for 

Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30 (RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Y) ceramics, originally described by Gardner 

and Morrison30, which illustrate that compositions with RE ion size ≤ 1.27 Å (Nd) show 

ferroelectric behavior consistent with the observations of Levin et al.19 and Stennett et al.20 

whereas those with La (1.32 Å) exhibit a relaxation at low temperature. However, on 

examination of the relevant electron diffraction patterns (Figure 11), Ba4La0.67�1.33Nb10O30  

has a commensurate superstructure consistent with the cell proposed by Labbe et al.27 (Bbm2, 

a ≈ 2√2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB), Ba4Nd0.67�1.33Nb10O30  is incommensurate, but 

Ba4Sm0.67�1.33Nb10O30 is commensurate with a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ 3√2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB, although 

some grains were incommensurate presumably due to a heterogeneous distribution of the RE 

ion. The effect of A1 site cation vacancies is clearly highly complex with a unique ‘3√2aTTB’ 

superstructure of BS�N hitherto unobserved in TTB compounds. The data hints at ‘lock-in’ 

incommensurate behavior not previously reported for TTBs and further work is required to 
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understand the role of A1 site vacancies. Likely, the A1 vacancies permit a relaxation of the 

frustrated tilt network that gives rise to the incommensurate modulation, allowing 

predominately commensurate modulations throughout the series. 

 

3.3) Ba4RE2Nb5Ti5O29.5�0.05 (RE = La and Nd), the role of O vacancies 

  Additional work is required to understand the role of cation vacancies in 

TTB-structured ceramics but the influence of O-vacancies (VO
..

) on the 

incommensurate/commensurate modulation is comparatively clear. Figure 12 shows the <110> 

ZADP and dielectric constant and loss vs. temperature data for Ba4RE2Ti5Nb5O29� (RE = La, 

Nd) in comparison with Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30. The deficit of B-site positive charge in 

Ba4RE2Ti5Nb5O29� is compensated by oxygen vacancies (VO
..

). For Ba4La2Ti5Nb5O29�, 

relaxor behavior is anticipated based on the ionic radius of La, as discussed in section 3.1 and 

consistent with Ba4La2Ti4Nb6O30. However, Ba4Nd2Ti5Nb5O29� is a relaxor rather than a 

normal ferroelectric and differs primarily with Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 in that the former 

composition has all positions filled within the oxygen sublattice. To explain the difference in 

behavior, it is important to view the incommensurate to commensurate transition as 

essentially a change in tilt configuration of the oxygen sublattice, Figure 2, and as such it is 

strongly influenced by oxygen stoichiometry. In perovskites, octahedral tilt transitions are 

readily suppressed by acceptor doping. Tkach et al.31 studied the effect of acceptor doping on 

the low temperature Pm3m - I4/mcm tilt transition in SrTiO3 by substituting Mg2+ for Ti4+ 

(MgTi’’ ≡ VO
..

) and argued that VO
..

 disrupt the long-range cooperative ‘cogwheel-like’ 

rotation of the oxygen [O6] octahedra, effectively suppressing the improper ferroelastic 

transition temperature. In TTBs, VO
..

 suppress the transition from an incommensurate to a 

commensurate tilt system in a similar manner to that reported by Tkach et al.31 for SrTiO3 

and thereby decrease or suppress the coupled ferroelectric TC. If the Nb/Ti ratio is increased 

from 5:5 to 6:4, the concentration of VO
..

 decreases and long-range commensurate 

tilting/ferroelectric order dominates, an effect elegantly shown by the authors of ref [32]. 
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3.4) MNb2O6 TTB ceramics 

Although the end members have proven difficult to fabricate, compositions in the 

Sr1-xBaxNb2O6, solid solution have Curie temperatures ranging from 333 K to 473 K for 

0.25≤x≤0.75.4,13,15	  with a cross over from relaxor to normal ferroelectric behavior at x > 0.5, 

Figure 13.33	  Superstructure reflections in Sr1-xBaxNb2O6 were first reported by Revkevich et 

al.34 and their incommensurate character was determined by Schneck et al.15 with 

incommensurate reflections appearing along both 〈110〉 directions of the tetragonal cell at 

±(h+[1+δ]/4, k+[1+δ]/4,l/2), where δ=0.26. The influence of temperature and composition 

on the incommensurate superstructure in Sr1-xBaxNb2O6 were studied comprehensively by 

Bursill and Lin13 who noted that when the Ba content varies from 0.25 to 0.75 in 

Sr1-xBaxNb2O6, the value of δ is virtually constant. Bursill and Lin13 attributed the origin of 

the incommensurate superstructure to the existence of two competing hypothetical 

orthorhombic commensurate phases having virtually identical energies with unit cells with a 

≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ 2√2aTTB, c ≈ 2cTTB and a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB, c ≈ 2cTTB. Essentially however, 

for the purpose of this contribution, it is sufficient to note that SBN compositions exhibit 

incommensurate superstructure accompanied by normal ferroelectric behavior for x > 0.5 and 

relaxor for x < 0.5.33 

Pb1-xBaxNb2O6 compositions transform from the prototype 4/mmm to either ferroelectric 

orthorhombic mm2 or tetragonal 4mm symmetry with TC for PbNb2O6 at 823 K and 

extrapolated to ~693 K for BaNb2O6, Figure 14.7-12 Pb1-xBaxNb2O6 composition are 

incommensurate, as illustrated by the <110>TTB ZADP pattern shown in the inset of Figure 

15a12 and exhibit discommensurate superstructure domains, Figure 15a, in addition to 

conventional 90o and 180o domains, Figure 15b.12 The incommensurate superstructure in 

Pb1-xBaxNb2O6 is reported to exist above TC
12 in a manner similar to that described by Levin 

and co-workers.19 Single crystal dielectric data also show that relaxor characteristics may be 

obtained perpendicular to the polar axis, which implies that frustration arising from the 

incommensurate modulation still plays a role in normal ferroelectric TTBs.35 More dielectric 

measurements are required in single crystals from other TTB systems to establish whether 

this phenomenon disappears at the same time as the incommensurate modulation. 
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4) Crystal-chemical Framework 

Table 1 summarises the data presented in section 3 and also includes other TTB-structured 

compounds discussed in the scientific literature. Table 2 lists the ionic polarizability and radii 

for the pertinent ions in the TTB structure. These data are adopted from Shannon and 

Prewitt36 and Shannon37, respectively. Starred radii are extrapolated from lower coordination 

numbers. The polarisability values of Nb5+ with respect to Ta5+ are controversial with most 

authors suggesting that their magnitudes should be reversed based on empirical comparisons 

of isostructural niobates and tantalates such as BaZn1/3Nb2/3O3 (εr = 36) and BaZn1/3Ta2/3O3 

(εr = 29).29 Table 3 lists the primary dielectric behavior of the TTB compounds (R = Relaxor, 

F = Ferroelectric) along with the A1 tolerance factor, the average A-site ionic radii 

((A1+A2)/2) and, when available, the corresponding O-B-O bond lengths. The reader is 

referred to Table 1 for references. 

From Table 1 and Table 3, it is evident that the onset of normal ferroelectric rather than 

relaxor behavior is dominated by two critical crystal-chemical factors: the presence of the 

Ima2 commensurate as opposed to incommensurate superstructure and a B-site with a single 

d0 species (Nb5+) provided A1 and A2 sites contain ion(s) that have a relatively large average 

radius, RAv = (RA1+RA2)/2.  

The effect of lone-pair ions on TC in TTBs is evident but surprisingly small. Comparison 

of TC for BaTiO3 (398 K) and PbTiO3 (768 K)38 with those of PbNb2O6 (835 K) and BaNb2O6 

(projected, 693 K)12 reveals that coupling of the lone-pair ion (A-site) to the d0 ion (B-site) in 

TTBs is considerably weaker relative to perovskites. This effect can be attributed to the more 

rigid structure of the TTB octahedral framework in comparison to perovskites which inhibits 

A1-B coupling through the oxygen ligand; vacancies in A1/A2 sites of the unfilled MNb2O6 

family can also weaken this coupling. The relatively small effect of the A-site lone pair ion is 

best exemplified by Ba4Bi2Ti4Nb6O30 which remains relaxor despite the large polarisability 

of the Bi species.20 In this instance, the critical crystal-chemical factors favoring relaxor over 

ferroelectric behaviour are the disordered B-cations (i.e. Nb and Ti) and the incommensurate 

modulation. Substitution of Bi by the considerably less polarizable Nd ion (see Table 2) 

forces the structure to become commensurate and induces long-range B-site displacements, 

despite Ti4+/Nb5+short-range order/disorder.20  
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The transition from ferroelectric to relaxor in the incommensurately modified 

Sr1-xBaxNb2O6 system hints at a latent ion size effect similar to that in BaxSr1-xTiO3 solid 

solutions.38 In BaTiO3, the large Ba ion stretches the O-Ti-O bond length and enhances 

polarisability, shifting the onset of ferroelectricity above ambient temperature.38 As the Sr 

concentration increases, the O-Ti-O bond length shrinks, decreasing the effective 

polarisability of Ti4+, and the transition becomes sub-ambient. A similar ‘rattling ion’ 

argument can be used for Sr1-xBaxNb2O6. For higher Ba concentrations the polarisability of 

the Nb-ion is enhanced and long range ferroelectric order occurs. At high Sr concentrations 

(x >0.5), the O-Nb-O bond length shortens, the length scale of polar order recedes and relaxor 

behaviour ensues. 

(BaxSr1-x)4Na2Nb10O30 compositions also illustrate the B-site stretching effect which 

contributes to the driving force for ferroelectricity with the TC increasing from 518 K to 833 

K16,39, 40 as Ba concentration increases. TC reported for Ba4Na2Nb10O30 is similar to that of 

Pb1-xBaxNb2O6 despite the absence of the lone-pair effect. Shannon37 quotes the polarisability 

of Na+ (1.8 Å3) as considerably lower than that of Pb2+ (6.58 Å3) and it is difficult to explain 

such a strong effect of Na on the A1 sites. However, comparison with perovskites illustrates 

that Na+ on the A- and Nb5+ on the B-site couple strongly with multiple phase transitions as 

temperature increases.41 Although Ba4Na2Nb10O30 is incommensurate, as discussed in detail 

by the authors of ref 16, Sr4Na2Nb10O30 is commensurate with an Im2a symmetry (a ≈ 

2√2aTTB, b ≈ 2√2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB).40 This tendency towards a commensurate supercell as Sr 

concentration increases (O-B-O bond length shrinks) can explain why Sr4Na2Nb10O30 is 

ferroelectric rather than relaxor, consistent with the generic behavior of TTB structured 

compounds. 

The role of point defects in relaxor versus ferroelectric behavior in TTBs is complex and 

in need of further study, particularly for cation vacancies since there are multiple interstices, 

each of which accommodates ions of different size. Generally speaking, vacancies should add 

to the degree of disorder and promote relaxor behavior, however it is their subtle effect on the 

incommensurate/commensurate modulation that is most pertinent to this contribution. For 

BL�N, vacant square sites appear to relax the frustrated tilt system and produce a long range 

commensurate modulation with the Labbe et al. unit cell (Bbm2, a ≈ 2√2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and 
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c ≈ 2cTTB)27, which along with a competing cell (a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB), was 

proposed by Bursill and Lin13 to explain the incommensurate modulations in Sr1-xBaxNb2O6. 

Ba4Nd0.67�1.33Nb10O30 in contrast is incommensurate and ferroelectric much like Ba5Nb10O30. 

Many grains in Ba4Sm0.67�1.33Nb10O30 exhibit an hitherto unreported unit cell with lattice 

parameters a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ 3√2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB, which suggests lock-in type commensurate 

behavior intermediate between the a ≈ 2√2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB and a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ 

√2aTTB, c ≈ 2cTTB cells in a manner proposed but not observed in Sr1-xBaxNb2O6 by Bursill and 

Lin.13 However, considerably more work is required to expand our knowledge of BRE�N 

series as a function of composition and temperature before the phase transitions of this 

unusual class of TTBs can be definitively explained. We note however, that 

Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30 compositions, first reported by Wakiya et al.6, have higher 

concentration of vacancies in the A1/A2 sites than the unfilled TTBs and in this contribution 

we refer to them as ‘empty’. They are closer in composition to Sr1-xBaxNb2O6 than 

Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 and perhaps it is therefore not surprising that they exhibit hybrid behavior 

between these two classes of TTBs.  

The data presented in Figure 12 indicates that VO
..

 suppress the 

incommensurate-commensurate transition in TTBs (section 3.3). This observation is 

predictable based on our accepted understanding of the role of VO
..

 on the onset of octahedral 

tilt transitions. Intuitively, the frustrated TTB incommensurate tilt system may relax and 

become more stable as the VO
..

 relieve local strain at the octahedral apices. Moreover, the 

transition to a long range ferroelectric Ima2 cell becomes more difficult as the required 

co-operative cogwheel rotations of the oxygen octahedra are inhibited. However, extensive 

atomistic simulations and modeling work are required to confirm this mechanism. 

In many systems, either electron diffraction has not been carried out or the refinements 

ignored the commensurate/incommensurate tilting modulations. However, in light of this 

contribution, the relaxor to ferroelectric transition in, e.g. the Ba4RE2Fe2Nb8O30 (RE = Pr, 

Nd, Sm, Eu) compositions as a function of decreasing RE ion size reported by Josse and 

co-workers42,43, is likely coupled to some extent to an incommensurate/commensurate 

transition, as described by Levin and co-workers19 but issues may arise in interpreting the 
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behavior of these samples due to the variable valence of Fe which may introduce VO
.. 

and 

locally disrupt long range coupling of O-octahedral rotations. 

Zhu et al23-26 have suggested that a large A1-A2 ionic size difference is important for 

inducing ferroelectricity. According to our framework, this should be particularly true for 

compositions with a single d0 B-site species having high ionic polarisability such as Nb5+. 

The class of TTB structured compounds which best fits this description, the alkali RE 

niobates (K4RE2Nb10O30, Re = La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy), is perhaps the least known.44 Scott et 

al.44, as illustrated in their plot of c0 spacing versus TC (Figure 16), report dielectric anomalies 

above RT for RE radii < 1.36Å, that exhibit dielectric hysteresis but these authors do not 

present comprehensive data illustrating Curie-Weiss behavior nor polarization-field 

hysteresis loops. Curie-Weiss behavior was reported for K4La2Nb10O30 which has a low 

temperature transition with no dielectric hysteresis, typical of relaxor rather than normal 

ferroelectric behaviour.44 The data presented by Scott et al. 44 may be re-interpreted with 

K4RE2Nb10O30 compositions likely undergoing a transition from incommensurate to 

commensurate as RE ionic radius decreases, which induces a ferroelectric transition, as 

discussed by Levin and co-workers.19 Interestingly, K4Bi2Nb10O30 is reported to have a 

ferroelectric transition at 160 oC45 in contrast to Ba4Bi2Ti4Nb6O30 which remains relaxor, as 

reported by Stennett et al.20 The ionic radius of Bi3+ in pseudo CN=12 is ≈1.36 Å, similar to 

La3+ and therefore K4Bi2Nb10O30 is probably incommensurate despite being ferroelectric.45 

The onset of a ferroelectric instability above room temperature for K4Bi2Nb10O30 (and not 

Ba4Bi2Ti4Nb6O30
20 which is relaxor) is most likely because of the absence of disorder on the 

B-site and the slightly larger ion-size of K with respect to Ba. Recently, the authors of ref 46 

have suggested that even antiferroelectric (AFE) behaviour may be present for 

K4Gd2Nb10O30. AFE behavior has never been previously been reported in a TTB and the 

antiparallel dipole alignment may not necessarily be compatible with the distortions of the 

octahedral sublattice. Further electron diffraction studies as a function of temperature are 

therefore required. 

Figure 17 is a plot of the average, (A1+A2)/2 ionic radius versus the A1 tolerance factor 

(perovskite sites) for the TTB compounds in Table 3.  This plot unifies the behavior of a 
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wide range of TTB stoichiometries and compositions. The average (A1+A2)/2 ionic radius is 

a metric which influences the O-B-O bond length similar to the effect of Ba/Sr ratio in BST 

perovskite-structured ceramics.38 The A1 tolerance factor is related to the driving force for 

octahedral tilting in a manner similar to that described for Ba- and Sr-based complex 

perovskites by Reaney et al.47 Low A1 tolerance factors generally occur for compositions 

with small A1 site ions which also decrease the average (A1+A2)/2 ionic radius. Hence, these 

two metrics are co-dependent but each relates to a different crystal-chemical mechanism for 

stabilizing ferroelectricity. Two trend lines that are drawn on the plot refer to (Ba + K)-based 

and (Pb + Sr)-based TTBs. The trend lines reflect the close similarity in ionic radius between 

Ba (1.61Å) and K (1.64Å) and Pb (1.49Å) and Sr (1.44Å) in twelve-fold coordination, Table 

2.36,37 

Here, we assumed that unfilled sites have the same effective cation radius as the 

equivalent filled sites due to the rigid octahedral framework. Ubic et al.48 discussed in detail 

the effective ionic radius of A-site vacancies in perovskite-structured ceramics where the 

octahedral framework is more compliant. They concluded that cation vacancies had a 

comparatively small effect on the lattice parameter. In addition, no attempt is made to 

calculate average A1 tolerance factors using A1 average site occupancies. This latter 

simplification is in part based on lack of detailed knowledge in many cases of the 

occupancies because of the absence of reliable structural refinements. Additionally, existing 

evidence suggests that the smallest-size A1 species dominate the driving force for tilting 

rather than the average size since Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 and Sr4Sm2Ti4Nb6O30 are both 

ferroelectric even though their A1 site occupancy must be different based on their 

formulae.23,24 The ionic radii for A2-site ions (CN15) have been extrapolated from CN10 and 

CN12 data. 

Figure 17 illustrates the competing crystal-chemical factors for the onset of normal 

ferroelectric behavior in the TTB family. Large average (A1+A2)/2 ionic radii stretch the 

O-B-O bond length, enhance polarisability and promote long range ferroelectric coupling.  

Concurrently, a low A1 tolerance factor drives the transition from incommensurate to 

commensurate which is also associated with normal ferroelectric behavior. In between these 

two competing driving forces, relaxor behavior dominates. The relaxor regime for Ba- and 
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K-based TTBs is more narrow than that of Sr based TTBs which have smaller A1 ionic radii. 

This reflects the true crystal-chemical origin of the A2-A1 size difference trend proposed by 

Zhu et al.23-24 and predicts that the vast majority of Cs (CN15 = 2Å) and Rb (CN15 = 1.85 Å) 

based niobate TTBs, if stable, should be ferroelectric based on the large potential A2 ionic 

radius which forces (A1+A2)/2 to be large even for small A1 site species. The two driving 

forces for ferroelectricity would therefore potentially overlap with either an extremely narrow 

or no intermediate region of relaxor behaviour. It is interesting to note that TTBs often 

exhibit lower temperature relaxations in addition to the primary ferroelectric or relaxor 

transition. One such case is presented in Figure 3 for Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30. In the context of this 

contribution, we note only that the complex interaction of multiple crystallographic sites with 

the incommensurate/commensurate modulation coupled to site disorder is likely to lead to so 

called ‘re-entrant’ relaxor behavior, a topic dealt with by Zhu et al (2014).54 However, the 

primary dielectric behavior discussed in this contribution is dominated by the average A-site 

ionic radius and the A1 tolerance factor, as illustrated in Figure 17.  

 

5. Conclusions 

1) A generic model for TTB structured ceramics is presented which assesses the role of 

the incommensurate/commensurate modulation in the context of more conventional 

crystallographic factors. 

2) The most critical factors stabilizing ferroelectric over relaxor behavior are the 

appearance of the Ima2 commensurate supercell reported by Levin et al.19 and 

Stennett et al.20 and the presence of a single d0 species on the B-site. In the latter case 

it is important that the average (A1+A2)/2 site ion is sufficiently large to enhance the 

polarisability of Nb5+ in a manner similar to Ti4+ in BST perovskites. 

3) Lone-pair ions play a much lesser role in the onset of ferroelectric behaviour 

compared with perovskites, possibly because A-B coupling through O is restricted 

because of the more rigid octahedral framework in TTBs. 

4) Vacancies play an important role in controlling the nature of the 

incommensurate/commensurate modulation. O-vacancies suppress the onset of the 
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commensurate tilt system (Ima2) and promote incommensurate/relaxor behavior. 

More work is required to understand the role of cation vacancies. 

5) The trends in TC/TM for K4RE2Nb10O30
43 and Ba4RE2Fe2Nb8O30

42 as a function of 

decreasing RE ion size can now be explained by considering the onset of a 

incommensurate/commensurate transition of the type described by Levin et al.19 and 

Stennett et al.20 

6) A plot of (A1+A2)/2) versus tA1 illustrates succinctly the competing driving forces for 

the onset of normal ferroelectric versus relaxor behaviour in TTB-structured ceramics.  

This plot can be used to guide synthesis of new TTB compositions with desired 

properties. 
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Table 1. Composition, crystal-chemical parameters and dielectric behavior for various 
TTB-structured compounds 
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Table 2. Polarizability and radii for the pertinent ions in TTB-structured ceramics. * indicates 
where the radius has been extrapolated form lower coordinations. Ionic radii are adopted 
from Shannon and Prewitt36 and polarizabilities from Shannon37. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Ion Type Polarizability (Å3) Radius CN15 (Å) Radius CN12 (Å) Radius CN6 (Å)
Rb+ 5.29 2* 1.88
Cs+ 7.43 1.85* 1.72
K+ 3.83 1.7* 1.64

Na+ 1.8 1.45* 1.39
Ba2+ 6.4 1.65* 1.61

Sr2+ 4.24 1.5* 1.44

Pb2+ 6.58 1.55* 1.49

Bi3+ 6.12 1.36*

La3+ 6.05 1.36

Pr3+ 5.32 1.32

Nd3+ 5.01 1.27

Sm3+ 4.74 1.24

Eu3+ 4.53 1.21*

Gd3+ 4.37 1.19*

Nb5+ 3.97 0.64

Ta5+ 4.73 0.64

Ti4+ 2.93 0.61

Fe3+ 2.29 0.61
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Table 3. A1 tolerance factor and average ((A1+A2)/2) site radii for TTB compounds. Ionic 
radii are adopted from Shannon and Prewitt.36 
  

 

Compound t A1  factor (A1 +A2 )/2 Average O-B -O ref
F K6Li4Nb10O30 1.07 1.67 2,3

F Pb5Nb10O30 1.01 1.52 9,10,11,12
F (Pb0.5Ba0.5)5Nb10O30 1.04 1.60 9,10,11,12

F Ba5Nb10O30 1.05 1.64 4,33

F Ba6Ti2Nb8O30 1.06 1.64 4.02 50

F (Sr0.33Ba0.67)5Nb10O30 1.03 1.59 4,33

F Ba4Na2Nb10O30 0.98 1.53 4.03 16,27,49

F Sr4Na2Nb10O30 0.99 1.45 40

F Ba4Y0.67Nb10O30 0.89 1.42 3.96 30

F Ba4Dy0.67Nb10O30 0.90 1.42 3.96 30

F Ba3.875Dy0.75Nb10O30 0.90 1.42 3.95
F Ba3.75Dy0.83Nb10O30 0.90 1.42 3.95
F Ba4Sm0.67Nb10O30 0.92 1.46 30

F Ba4Nd0.67Nb10O30 0.93 1.47 3.96 30

F Sr4Sm2Ti4Nb6O30 0.93 1.37 3.88 23,24,52

F Sr4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 0.94 1.39 3.87 23,24

F Sr5EuTi3Nb7O30 0.96 1.41 3.89 25

F Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 0.96 1.42 3.89 25

F Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 0.94 1.47 19,20

F Ba4Sm2Ti4Nb6O30 0.93 1.46 20

F Ba4Gd2Ti4Nb6O30 0.91 1.43 20

F Ba4Nd2Fe2Nb8O30 0.93 1.47 42,43

F Ba4Sm2Fe2Nb8O30 0.92 1.46 42,43

F K4Gd2Nb10O30 0.91 1.45 44,45

R Sr4La2Ti4Nb6O30 0.97 1.43 3.87 22,23,24

R Sr5NdTi3Nb7O30 0.97 1.43 3.89 25

R K4La2Nb10O30 0.97 1.53 44

R Ba4La2Fe2Nb8O30 0.97 1.52 42,43

R Ba4Pr2Fe2Nb8O30 0.95 1.50 42,43

R Ba4Bi2Ti4Nb6O30 0.97 1.52 20

R Ba4La2Ti4Nb6O30 0.97 1.52 3.93 20

R Ba4La0.67Nb10O30 0.97 1.52 3.96 30

R Ba5LaTi3Nb7O30 1.02 1.58 3.96 53

R Ba5La0.5Sm0.5Ti3Nb7O30 1.00 1.56 3.95 51

R Ba5La0.25Sm0.75Ti3Nb7O30 1.00 1.56 3.95 51

R Ba5La0.1Sm0.9Ti3Nb7O30 1.00 1.55 3.95 51

R Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 0.99 1.45 3.90 25,26

R Sr5Nb10O30 0.99 1.47 4,33
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Figure 1. [001] projection of the prototype tetragonal tungsten bronze structure illustrating 
the interstices described by corner sharing octahedra, after Levin and coworkers.19 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2 a) a ≈ 2√2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB cell used as an approximant of the 
incommensurate superstructure and b) commensurate a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB, 
cell, after Levin and coworkers.19  
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Fig. 3 (a) and (b) Temperature and frequency dependences of relative permittivity εr; arrows 
indicate the increasing frequency from 100 Hz to 1MHz;(c) and (d) room temperature 
hysteresis loops and I-E curves for Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 and Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30, respectively. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 Experimental zone axis electron diffraction patterns (ZADP) from Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 
with the electron beam parallel to the following directions of the prototypical tetragonal TTB 
structure a) [001] (Bbm2, a ≈ 2√2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB), b) [100] (Bbm2, a ≈ 
2√2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB), and c) [1-10] from Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 (Ima2, a ≈ √2aTTB, b 
≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB). 
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Figure 5. Zone axis diffraction patterns from a) Ba4La2Ti4Nb6O30 indexed as b) [100] (Ama2, 
a ≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ 2√2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB) and c) Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 indexed as d) [100] (Ima2, a 
≈ √2aTTB, b ≈ √2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB), after Stennett et al.20 

 

 

Figure 6. <110>TTB ZADPs obtained as a function of temperature for Ba4Nd2Ti4Nb6O30 which 
reveals a commensurate - incommensurate transition coincident with the paraelectric to 
ferroelectric transition at ~ 433K, after Levin et al.19. Indexation is in the prototype TTB cell. 
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Fig.7. High resolution TEM image for Sr5LaTi3Nb7O30 ceramics with [001] TTB zone axis. 
Insets are the corresponding FT images on either side of the main defect. Note the changes in 
the direction of incommensurate splitting from [110]TTB to [1-10]TTB across the boundary. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Bright field image of Sr4La2Ti4Nb6O30 ceramic. Note the changes in the direction of 
incommensurate splitting from [110]TTB to [1-10]TTB in alternate incommensurate domains 
whose walls exhibit weak diffraction contrast. 
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Fig.9. Dark field TEM image of a grain Sr5SmTi3Nb7O30 recorded near the [100]TTB zone axis 
using the commensurate superlattice reflection; inset shows the [100]TTB SADP. The planar 
defects are similar to those reported by Stennett et al.20 for Ba4RE2Ti4Nb6O30 (RE = Nd, Sm, 
Gd). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Relative permittivity and loss (tan δ) at 1 MHz versus temperature plot for (a) 

Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30, RE = La, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy Y)	  ceramics, and (b) frequency dependent 

data for Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30, according to Gardner and Morrison30. 
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Figure 11. <110>TTB zone axis electron diffraction patterns for Ba4RE0.67�1.33Nb10O30 
(BRE�N) (RE = La and Nd) ceramics. BL�N exhibits a commensurate cell with a ≈ 2√2aTTB, 

b ≈ √2aTTB, c ≈ 2cTTB, BN�N is incommensurate and BS�N has a commensurate cell with a ≈ 
√2aTTB, b ≈3√2aTTB, c ≈ 2cTTB cell. Indexing is in the prototype TTB cell. 
 

 
 
Figure 12. <110>TTB zone axis diffraction patterns and dielectric data as a function of 
temperature for Ba4La2Nb5Ti5O29� (BLNT4255), Ba4Nd2Nb5Ti5O29� (BNNT4255) and 
Ba4Nd2Nb4Ti6O30 (BNNT4246). 
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Figure 13. Temperature dependence of relative permittivity as a function of x for 
(Sr1-xBax)5Nb10O30  ceramics. The transition starts to show a frequency dispersion at x ≈ 0.5, 
after Kang and Joo.33 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. (Pb1-xBax)5Nb10O30 phase diagram, after Subbarao et al.9 
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Figure 15a) Discommensurate superstructure regions in (Pb1-xBax)Nb10O30 , x = 0.61 with 
inset <110>TTB zone axis diffraction pattern showing the incommensurate superstructure 
reflections for x = 0.25. b) Bright field TEM image showing 90o and 180o domains in x = 0.35, 
after Randall et al.12 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. cO-spacing vs temperature of dielectric anomaly for K4RE2Nb10O30 (KREN, Re = 
La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy) and Rb4La2Nb10O30 (RLN), after Scott et al.44 
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Figure 17. Average A-site size (A1+A2)/2) vs A1 tolerance factor (tA1) for the TTB structured 
compounds in Table 2. A large average (A1+A2)/2 stretches the B-O bond length and 
enhances d0

 polarisability, resulting in long range ferroelectric order. The A1 tolerance factor 
(perovskite sites) is related to the driving force for the onset of commensurate tilting which 
also promotes ferroelectricity. In between, relaxor behavior dominates. Two trend lines arise 
because Ba2+/K+ and Sr2+/Pb2+ have similar ionic radii (Table 2). Sr4Na2Nb10O30 (SNN) is 
ferroelectric39 but lies in the relaxor phase field. However, this compound is commensurate 
with Im2a symmetry (a ≈ 2√2aTTB, b ≈ 2√2aTTB and c ≈ 2cTTB)40 and therefore according to 
our framework should be ferroelectric. 


